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Abstract
The peculiarities of explosive hardening (EH) associated with the impact of the shock wave on the metal are considered.
Mechanical properties of Hadfield steel after EH are given. It is shown that intermediate layer of dry sand between explosive
charge and treated metal provides amplification of the shock wave. This enables EH with the use of powdered explosives with
low density and detonation velocity. The industrial technology of EH of railroad switch frogs is described. EH increases the
service life of these parts by 20–30 %.
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Introduction
The first patent on explosive hardening (EH) of
high-manganese steel was issued in 1955 [1]. Since
then R&D works has continued in the US, in 1960s
they had begun in the former USSR and later in Japan,
China and other countries [2–10]. It was found, that
strong shock wave generated by explosion can heat the
substance up to the melting point, induce phase
transitions and twinning (Neumann bands), change
microstructure and mechanical properties, such as
hardness, plasticity and strength. The effect of EH is
associated with an impact of the shock wave on the
metal. Strain rates in a shock wave front moving in
metal are greater than 103 s–1 [5]. For a noticeable
hardening, the shock wave must be rather strong, i.e. to
have an amplitude exceeding the elastic limit of the
material. For example, elastic limits of aluminum alloy
2024, deformed (50 %) copper, nickel, structural steel
1020 and titanium are equal to 529, 617, 980, 1215 and
1813 MPa, respectively [5].
Though it has been more than 50 years since
research works on EH have started, the interest in this
phenomenon still exists and research is ongoing, for
example in the search for new explosives suitable for
EH [11]. This paper is focused on the description of

explosive hardening of Hadfield steel and use of this
technology in production of railroad switch frogs at
Novosibirsk Railroad Switch Plant.
Experimental
The first series of experiments was carried out
using the direct explosive loading (see Fig. 1a) of
samples made of Hadfield steel with different initial
mechanical properties. Plasticized explosive GP-87
used for hardening has had a detonation velocity of
7.2 km/s and a density of 1.6 g/cm3. The thickness of
explosive charge varied from 6 to 15 mm. Table 1
shows the results of experiments, the initial properties
of samples are given in the second column.
The second series of experiments was carried out
using the indirect explosive loading with an
intermediate layer of dry sand between the explosive
charge and treated sample (Fig. 1b). The objective was
to compare the degree of hardening obtained by direct
and indirect loading using both plasticized and
powdered explosives. These experiments were
stimulated by theoretical considerations stated in [12],
where it was shown that the pressure in the shock wave
reflected from a substrate in a porous layer is greater
than the pressure of shock wave generated in direct
contact of the same explosive with the same substrate.
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Fig. 1. Hardening by a conttact explosive charge
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Tabble 1
Properties off Hadfield stteel
P
a
after
explosiive hardenin
ng
Thickness
T
o GP-87
of
layer, mm

0

6

9

12

15

210

3221

345

365

375

Tennsile
streength, MPa

684
785
887
964

8332
9332
9997
10778

1008
1043
1117
1181

830
1035
1079
1133

1004
1104
1174
1238

Yieeld
streength, MPa

432
439
439
452

719
7557
7773
7666

844
856
882
894

814
883
902
941

965
947
981
985

Eloongation, %

27
33
42
48

113
1
15
2
21
3
31

11
12
19
23

6
8
14
18

4
7
13
17

Naarrowing, %

26
28
33
37

117
2
21
2
24
2
27

17
17
20
26

12
13
16
21

7
12
15
20

Surrface
harrdness, HB

Thhis amplificaation effect has been later confirrmed
expperimentallyy, and the new methood of exploosive
harrdening has been patennted [13]. Fiig. 2 showss the
ressults of experriments.
nd discussion
n
Results an
Table 1 shhows that Hadfield
H
steel loses plastticity
siggnificantly duuring explossive hardeninng. For exam
mple,
whhen it is harddened to a haardness of 365 HB, a ducttility
of samples withh initial elonngation δ = 25–35 % dropps to
14

Fig
g. 2. Dependencce of hardnesss on a distance from the samp
ple
surface in exp
plosively hardeened high-man
nganese steel.
PE is a plasticized
d explosive GP
P-87

δ = 8 %, and thhat of samplees with initiial δ = 45–500 %
ps to 18 %. In general, eexplosive haardening of cast
c
drop
high
h-manganesee steel parts intended fo
or operation on
the railroad is reasonable, when their initial ductiility
oss of plasticcity
exceeeds 30% inn order to aavoid the lo
after hardeningg and caused by this cracking and
a
chip
pping of metaal during parrt operation.
In Fig. 2 we can seee that explo
osive hardenning
usin
ng powdery amatol annd RDX wiith the chaarge
thickness of 40 and 20 mm
m correspond
dingly, and with
w
ntermediate layer of dry sand (see Fig. 1b), proviides
an in
the same surface hardness aas the treatm
ment with 9 mm
m
thick plasticizeed explosivee GP-87 pllaced in dirrect
T
2 contaains
conttact with thee sample (seee Fig. 1a). Table
deto
onation charracteristics oof above exp
plosives andd of
plassticized expplosive LVV
V-11-1 used
d presently in
indu
ustrial explossive hardeninng technolog
gy. It is obvious
thatt not only high
h
explosivves with hig
gh density and
a
deto
onation veloccity are suitaable for EH, but
b low-denssity
pow
wdery explosives as well, iif to apply a porous
p
interlaayer
betw
ween the expplosive chargge and treated
d sample.
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Tabble 2
Detonation characterist
D
c
tics
of exxplosives ussed for hard
dening
Density,
g/cm3

Detonation
velocity, km/s

Detonatiion
pressure, GPa
G

GP
P-87

1.60

7.2

21.0

RD
DX

1.00

6.2

10.0

Am
matol

1.00

4.2

5.0

LV
VV-11-1

1.42

7.4

19.4

E
Explosive

Industrial application
n of explosivve hardeningg
The firstt steps to the full-scale indusstrial
appplication off EH weree taken inn 1960s, when
w
Addministrationn of Novosibbirsk Railroad Switch Plant
P
hass applied to Lavrentyev Institute off Hydrodynam
mics
witth the probllem of increasing the seervice life off the

railrroad switch frog. The m
most wear places are on the
frog
g guardrails and
a frog coree wedge (Fig
g. 3).
of
Over
deecades,
Laavrentyev
Institute
Hyd
drodynamics, Ural Branch of All-R
Russian Instittute
of Railway
R
Trannsport and N
Novosibirsk Railroad
R
Swiitch
Plan
nt have condducted the ressearch workss, developed the
tech
hnology, andd designed aand manufacttured explossion
cham
mbers. Serviice tests of hhardened frogs were carrried
out and it has been proveen that EH increases thheir
lifettime by at least 20–300 %. Finally
y, in 1979 the
speccial shop forr EH of switcch frogs has started workking
in Novosibirsk
N
R
Railroad
Swiitch Plant. Su
ubsequently the
deveeloped technnology was ppatented [14–
–16].
Fig. 4 show
ws the implem
mentation off EH processs in
expllosion cham
mber. EH incrreases the su
urface hardnness
from
m 200 HB too 350–380 H
HB, the depth
h of a hardenned
matterial amounnts to 30–35 mm. Thiis prevents the
initiial crushing of the frog core and gu
uardrails in the
operration and thherefore its liifetime grow
ws.

1
2

a)

b)

Fig. 3. Railroad sw
witch frog on th
he railway tracck (a) and swittch frog castinggs before exploosive hardenin
ng (b):
1 – frog core
c
wedge; 2 – guardrail

a
a)

b)

Fig. 4.
4 Explosive ch
hamber in the open
o
state (a) and
a the switch frog on the woorking table
with
h explosive chaarge on the harrdened surfacees (b)
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Conclusion
Based on R&D works conducted in Lavrentyev
Institute of Hydrodynamics and Ural Branch of AllRussian Institute of Railway Transport, a full-scale
production of hardened railway switch frogs was
organized at Novosibirsk Railroad Switch Plant. Since
1979, the hardening shop at the Plant has produced
more than 350 thousand switch frogs. Presently, the
production volume of the said Plant is 10–12 thousand
hardened pieces per year. More than 90% of produced
R65 frogs (grades 1/11 and 1/9) are explosively
hardened. Explosive hardening increases the lifetime
of frogs by 20–30 %.
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